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Love is sure patient! According to Usmagazine.com, Susan Boyle
is having her first relationship at age 53, and we couldn’t be
happier for the talented lady. Boyle goes into detail about
her doctor beau, “It’s early days but we enjoy each other’s
company. We just got talking in the hotel and I thought he
seemed friendly enough. He wasn’t a fan but he knew who I was.
He invited me out for lunch the next day, we had a nice chat
and spoke about lots of things including our careers.” New
love is just as sweet as young love!
If you’re sick of waiting, what’s the best way to meet someone

to date?
Cupid’s Advice:
Love isn’t always easy to come by, so if you are stumped on
how to go about meeting someone let Cupid be your guide:
1. Try something new: Join a
singles mixer with friends, go
never been to before…By having
yourself up to an entirely new
suitors.

casual sports league, hit a
to a bar or restaurant you’ve
new experiences you will open
group of people, new potential

Related: Snooki Marries Jionni LaValle
2. Go online but don’t get trapped: Online dating is a
blessing and a curse, so go into it knowing that. Don’t get
stuck in the long winded never ending small talk. Bust through
that bubble and meet in person when you are comfortable and
confident enough to do so.
Related: Miley Cyrus and Patrick Schwarzenegger Post PDA Pics
3. Talk to your friends and family: Sometimes being single has
a taboo and you don’t really want to talk about it even with
the people you love. But listen the people who know you best
will know what kind of person would be perfect for you! Don’t
fear a set up or a group date, embrace it.
Are you happy for Susan? Share your well wishes below!

